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ABSTRACT
Stripped envelope supernovae are a sub-class of core collapse supernovae showing sev-
eral stages of H/He shell stripping that determines the class: H-free/He-poor SNe are
classified as Type Ic, H-poor/He-rich are Type Ib, and H/He-rich are Type IIb. Strip-
ping H/He with only stellar wind requires significantly higher mass loss rates than
observed while binary-involved mass transfer may usually not strip enough to produce
H/He free SNe. Type Ib/c SNe are sometimes found to include weak H/He transient
lines as a product of a trace amount of H/He left over from stripping processes. The
extent and mass of the H/He required to produce these lines is not well known. In
this work, a 22 M⊙ progenitor model is stripped of the H/He shells in five steps prior
to collapse and then exploded at four explosion energies. Requiring both optical and
NIR He i lines for helium identification does not allow much He mass to be hidden in
SE–SNE. Increasing the mass of He above the CO core delays the visibility of O i 7774
in early spectra. Our SN Ib-like models are capable of reproducing the spectral evolu-
tion of a set of observed SNe with reasonable estimated Ek accuracy. Our SN IIb-like
models can partially reproduce low energy observed SN IIb, but we find no observed
comparison for the SN IIb-like models with high Ek.
Key words: supernovae: general–radiative transfer
1 INTRODUCTION
Stripped envelope supernovae (SE–SNe) are a sub-class of
core collapse supernovae in which prior to core collapse, the
star experiences significant mass loss during their evolution
(Filippenko 1997). This may occur through binary interac-
tion or through periods of high mass loss, with rates of 10−4
to 10−5 M⊙ yr
−1 (Nomoto et al. 1995). If the hydrogen enve-
lope is mostly stripped away the SN, is of Type IIb; if the en-
tire hydrogen envelope and parts of the helium are stripped,
the SN is of Type Ib; and if all of the hydrogen and most of
the helium are stripped, a Type Ic results (Filippenko et al.
1995). The sub-types of SE–SNe can be difficult to separate,
with some SNe being classified early as a He-free Type Ic
before transitioning into a Type Ib with weak He features.
With no hydrogen envelope recombining to power a plateau-
like phase typical of Type IIP (Eastman et al. 1994), the pri-
mary source of luminosity in these SE–SNe is the radioactive
decay of 56Ni and eventually 56Co.
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The extent and mechanism of the stripping of the H/He
shells that result in observed SE–SNe is likely due to three
primary mechanisms. For single star evolution, two mecha-
nisms thought to strip H and He prior to collapse are high
mass loss rates from wind (e.g. Nomoto et al. (1995)) or
episodic mass loss during a luminous blue variable stage
(Smith et al. 2003). However, stellar evolution models for
single stars using these mechanisms are often not able to re-
move enough H/He to prevent the formation of He i or Hα
lines in the spectra to explain the diversity of the SE–SNe
(Hachinger et al. 2012). The luminous blue variable stage
occurs in high mass progenitors but may not be able to
explain low mass events like SN1994I (Nomoto et al. 1994;
Sauer et al. 2006) and still may not strip enough He to be
lower than suggested observed limits (e.g. Hachinger et al.
(2012)). For stars evolving in a binary, mass loss during a
common envelope or Roche lobe phase can explain some SE–
SNe (Nomoto et al. 1995; Yoon et al. 2010), but can leave
thin shells of H/He of low mass above the carbon and oxy-
gen rich (CO) core. This can explain the sometimes observed
weak He lines in Type Ic and weak H lines in Type Ib
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(Branch et al. 2002; Elmhamdi et al. 2006). However, not
all Type Ic SNe show weak or transient He lines and not all
Type Ib SNe show weak or transient H lines (Drout et al.
2016; Prentice & Mazzali 2017).
The formation of He lines during a supernova requires
significant deviations from a local thermodynamic equilib-
rium (LTE) state, with previous spectral simulations un-
der LTE conditions artificially boosting the departure co-
efficients of helium by ∼104–1010 in order to produce the
observed He i lines in Type Ib SNe (Harkness et al. 1987;
Lucy 1991). The significant deviation from LTE conditions
required for He i line formation can be achieved by the
collisions of fast electrons resulting from Compton pro-
cesses from γ-rays generated by the decay of 56Ni and
56Co (Graham 1988). Nucleosynthesis during the core col-
lapse process produces 56Ni in the Fe/Si rich inner core
(Woosley & Weaver 1995). In order for the 56Ni decay prod-
ucts to excite the He, either the 56Ni is mixed outward into
the ejecta, the He is mixed inward, the expanding ejecta
thins which reduces the γ-ray blocking, or a combination of
the all three factors (Shigeyama et al. 1990; Lucy 1991).
The mixing of 56Ni and other elements in the ejecta
is often required to successfully model SNe but the mech-
anism and extent can be varied across different supernovae
types as well as within a specific sub-class. Mixing this ma-
terial often requires multi-dimensional hydrodynamics sim-
ulations and is likely a key factor in a successful core col-
lapse explosion (Burrows et al. 1995; Janka & Mu¨ller 1996).
Observations of photospheric and nebular spectra suggest
that the explosion mechanism of SE–SNe is likely asymmet-
ric in nature (Mazzali et al. 2005; Wang & Wheeler 2008;
Tanaka et al. 2009; Stevance et al. 2017). Using abundance
tomography (Stehle et al. 2005) to model these events often
requires some or significant amounts of mixing for a wide
range of Ek and Mej (Iwamoto et al. 1998; Mazzali et al.
2004; Ashall et al. 2019).
This work is a partial continuation of two previous
works. First, Hachinger et al. (2012) focused on a pair of
models fitted to two lower mass SE–SNe events; the nar-
row lined SN Ic 1994I (e.g. Filippenko et al. (1995)) and the
SN IIb 2008ax (e.g. Taubenberger et al. (2011)). These two
SNe had Ek ∼1 foe with Mej ∼1 M⊙ and 2–5 M⊙ respectively,
where 1 foe is 1×1051 ergs. Using a series of H/He shells be-
tween these two models, an estimated mass limit in the line
forming region required to produce a set of identifiable He i
lines or Hα in the spectra was found.
Then, Teffs et al. (2020) narrowed the focus to a single
22M⊙ progenitor stripped of all H/He to explore explosion
mixing and energy and the resulting Type Ic-like spectra.
Using this model, we found that a combination of abundance
mixing and Ek for this progenitor mass can reproduce the
bulk spectral features of a wide range of SNe Ic, from Ic-BL
such as 2002ap (Mazzali et al. 2002) to narrow lined SNe
like 1994I. As Mej and MNi were kept fixed in that work, the
resulting peak luminosity (Lp ) from the synthetic light curve
normally did not match despite similar light curve widths.
However, we found that by comparing the spectral shape
and colour, the approximate de–reddened line velocities, and
the extent of line blending of peak or near-peak observed
spectra to the synthetic spectra, we were able to estimate
the Ek of several SNe Ic. We primarily focused on the near
peak epochs, but line blending and features can change as
a function of time. For a smaller set of observed SNe, we
compared the spectral evolution to the spectra SNe of similar
Ek and found good comparisons.
Following the ground work set in the previous two pa-
pers, we consider an evolved stellar model with various
stages of pre–core collapse stripping. We explore the effects
of stripping on the resulting bolometric light curves and
spectral evolution. The stellar model is stripped of some
fraction of its hydrogen and helium outer shells in 5 stages
until a bare CO core is left, with only trace amounts of atmo-
spheric helium remaining. Each stripped model is exploded
at four final explosion energies and three mixing approxima-
tions are used to expand the parameter space for compar-
isons to observed SE–SNe. We discuss the stripped models,
the spectral synthesis, and the light curve calculation in Sec-
tion 2. The spectral models for a fully stripped CO core with
trace amounts of helium are discussed in Section 4. The He-
poor/rich models with no hydrogen are discussed in Section
5 and the He–rich/H–poor models are discussed in Section
6. Some observed SNe are used as comparisons to the syn-
thetic spectra in Sections 7 and 8. In Section 9 we discuss
the results and in Section 10, we summarize our results and
consider future extensions.
2 METHODS
In the following sections we describe the methods used to
generate the bolometric light curves and synthetic spectra.
2.1 Progenitor Models
The 22M⊙ progenitor model used here and in Teffs et al.
(2020) is a modified version of the 22M⊙ non-rotating, solar
metallicity stellar model generated by Woosley et al. (2002).
The star is artificially stripped of H/He–rich material above
the CO core in stages to produce possible SN IIb/Ib/Ic pro-
genitors. This results in a bare CO core of 4–4.5 M⊙ with an
increasing MHe and MH above it as less stripping is applied.
Table 1 shows the resulting model parameters.
The supernova explosion is simulated in a 1-D hydrody-
namics code with neutrino transport called Prometheus-
HOTB that is discussed in more detail by Janka & Mu¨ller
(1996); Ugliano et al. (2012); Ertl et al. (2016, 2020). The
neutrino heating used to generate the explosion is artificially
enhanced in order to achieve a final Ek of 1, 3, 5, and 8 foe.
This energy is deposited after core collapse and bounce in
the surroundings of the newly formed neutron star over a
timescale of several seconds. This is supposed to mimic, in
a parametric way, the dynamical consequences of an engine
that generates thermal energy by neutrinos or magnetic field
effects, as required to explode the 22M⊙ star at the chosen
Ek. In order to artificially generate this Ek, a larger mass of
neutrino-heated ejecta is required. This results in the higher
masses for the higher Ek models using the same stripping
as seen in Table 1. Each model, after energy injection, is
evolved until the model has reached homologous expansion,
such that r ∝ vt, which occurs a few days after explosion.
The explosive nucleosynthesis is followed using a 14-
isotope nuclear network that tracks the bulk production of
α-elements up to 56Ni. This network includes a “tracer” that
accounts for iron-group nuclei in the slightly neutron-rich
MNRAS 000, 1–19 (2020)
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Table 1. The ejecta, nickel, helium, and hydrogen masses, the explosion energy, and the ratios Ek/Mej of all the models used in this
work.
Model Ek (foe) Mej /M⊙ MNi /M⊙ MH/M⊙ MHe /M⊙ Ek/Mej (foe/M⊙ )
CO Core 1 4.04 0.096 0.0 0.018 0.248
3 4.24 0.147 0.0 0.018 0.708
5 4.39 0.186 0.0 0.018 1.139
8 4.54 0.225 0.0 0.020 1.762
0.2 He 1 4.25 0.096 0.0 0.19 0.235
3 4.47 0.146 0.0 0.21 0.671
5 4.63 0.186 0.0 0.21 1.080
8 4.78 0.224 0.0 0.22 1.674
0.5 He 1 4.57 0.096 0.0 0.51 0.219
3 4.78 0.147 0.0 0.51 0.628
5 4.94 0.186 0.0 0.51 1.012
8 5.08 0.225 0.0 0.51 1.575
1.0 He 1 5.11 0.096 0.0 1.02 0.196
3 5.31 0.146 0.0 1.02 0.565
5 5.45 0.186 0.0 1.00 0.917
8 5.60 0.224 0.0 1.05 1.429
1.3 He + 0.1 H 1 5.55 0.097 0.11 1.36 0.180
3 5.76 0.146 0.11 1.36 0.521
5 5.93 0.186 0.11 1.36 0.843
8 6.06 0.224 0.11 1.36 1.320
neutrino-heated ejecta, whose exact composition depends
on the details of the neutrino transport (Ertl et al. 2016;
Sukhbold et al. 2016). The MNi given in Table 1 is com-
prised of the 56Ni that is produced explosively and 50% of
the“tracer”material. As the Ek increases, the ratio of MNi to
“tracer”mass becomes smaller, so at higher energies, the MNi
in Table 1 is dominated by the “tracer” material. As such,
the MNi used in this work should be treated as an approx-
imate MNi value, and can vary by a non-negligible amount
depending on the fraction of “tracer” material considered to
be 56Ni. Another side effect is that the innermost region is
rich in He (approximately 0.1 - 0.4 M⊙ left over from α-rich
freezeout) and a mix of “tracer” material and 56Ni. As this
material’s composition is uncertain, we also choose to re-
place the innermost MHe with O as it is the most abundant
element in CO cores and does not introduce new or overly
strong lines, see Teffs et al. (2020) for a more complete dis-
cussion..
2.2 Abundance Profiles
Similar to Teffs et al. (2020), we choose three mixing ap-
proximations to explore the effect of mixing on both the light
curve and the synthetic spectral evolution. Our first mixing
approximation, is the original, or untouched, model. For this
mixing approximation, the abundance profiles are left com-
pletely untouched, but the innermost density is averaged,
conserving total mass, following the methods described in
Teffs et al. (2020). This approximation is shown in the first
two columns of Figures 1 for only the 1 and 3 foe cases. As
the total combination of mixing, stripping, and energy re-
sults in 60 abundance profiles, we only show several select
sets. The second mixing approximation is to mix only the
CO core. This will be typically be called “mixed CO core
models” or models with a mixed CO core depending on the
context. The gradual He shell stripping would then result in
a series of lower and lower mass He shells on top of a fully
mixed CO core. A running boxcar is used to mix out the
56Ni and Fe, resulting in a higher abundances in the core
and lower in the He–rich material. This approximation is
shown in the third column of Figure 1 for the 5 foe case. The
final mixing approximation is to completely mix the entire
ejecta resulting in a uniform composition. This approxima-
tion will be referred to as “mixed He core” or models with
fully mixed ejecta depending on the context. This approxi-
mation is shown in the fourth column of Figure 1 for the 8
foe case.
2.3 Light Curve and Spectral Synthesis Codes
After each explosion has reach homologous expansion, at
∼ 5 days, we apply the mixing modifications discussed
previously. The radioactive decay powered phase is cal-
culated using our light curve code described in detail in
Cappellaro et al. (1997). The code calculates the emission
and propagation of γ-rays and positrons produced by the de-
cay of 56Ni, and subsequently 56Co, into the homologously
expanding ejecta using a Monte Carlo method. This code
only treats the radioactively powered phase and does not
treat shock breakout emission or other energy sources. We
assume constant values for the positron and γ-ray opaci-
ties with values of 7 cm2g−1 and 0.027 cm2g−1, respectively
(Axelrod 1980). The deposited energy is recycled into op-
tical photons, which are also followed using a Monte Carlo
scheme. The optical opacity is dependent on time and metal-
licity using a grey-atmosphere approximation that is de-
signed to reproduce the dominance of line opacity in the
ejecta (Mazzali et al. 2001a). The ejecta are evolved as a
function of time. The position of the photosphere is approx-
imately determined by integrating inwards until the radius
where an optical depth of τ ≥ 1 is found. The resulting photo-
spheric velocity, combined with the luminosity, abundances,
and epoch, are used as inputs in the spectral synthesis code.
The synthetic spectra are calculated using a Monte
MNRAS 000, 1–19 (2020)
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Figure 1. The abundance profiles of all 5 stripped models at 4 explosion energies and 3 mixing approximations. The first column is the
innermost 10000 km s−1 of the unmixed models at 1 foe, the second is the unmixed models at 3 foe, the third is the mixed CO cores at
5 foe, and the fourth column is the mixed He cores at 8 foe.
Carlo code discussed in detail in Mazzali & Lucy (1993);
Lucy (1999); Mazzali (2000). The code reads in the density
and composition structure, the luminosity, and the velocity
of the photosphere at a given epoch. As the photosphere
recedes into the expanding ejecta, the near-photospheric re-
gion, where line formation is most likely to occur, can be
characterized by a varying composition. For the models in
this work, the non-thermal contributions of H and/or He
are explicitly taken into account as MHe is large enough to
reasonably expect the formation of He i lines in the spectra.
For all models, tp is defined as the time when the bolo-
metric light curve reaches maximum luminosity, or Lp. For
simpler comparison among the models, the synthetic spectra
for all energies and mixing approximations are generated at
the same 7 epochs relative to tp, rather than at epochs rela-
tive to the time of explosion. The tp occurs at different times
after the explosion for different models owing to the changes
in Ek, Mej, and the mass and distribution of
56Ni. We choose
times of -6, -2, 0, +3, +7, +12, and +21 days with respect
to tp. These times are chosen to cover ∼ 4 weeks of observa-
tions, in order to capture the evolution of the main spectral
features and cover a wide range of epochs from observed
data.
2.4 Helium Identification
In the following sections, we will identify He i lines by eye,
rather than by a quantitative value. Measured values, such
MNRAS 000, 1–19 (2020)
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as equivalent width or optical depth, are model dependent
and may not reflect observed conditions. Section 2.2 showed
that none of the models contain sodium. The Na iD line has
a rest wavelength of 5895 A˚ and is both strong and com-
mon in SE–SNe. This line likely contributes to the total
equivalent width of the 5875 A˚ region in observed events
(Fremling et al. 2018). For spectra with a strong 5875 A˚
line but weak or unobservable He i 6678 and 7065 lines, the
5875 A˚ line may be dominated by Na but may have a weak
contribution by helium, if traces of helium were present. As
Na is not present in these models, the 5875 A˚ region has no
Na iD contribution.
Given these considerations, we describe the optical He
i features in four ways; absent, weak, intermediate, and
strong. Absent lines are those spectra which contain no He i
lines as the He in the model is absent or the NLTE module
is not used. Weak lines are difficult to easily identify in a
spectrum. These lines may be blended with nearby features,
broadened significantly, or simply not be a dominant feature
in the region. In addition, the other two optical He i lines are
absent or too weak to be separated from the spectral contin-
uum. Intermediate strength lines are easier to identify, but
may still show broadening or blending. The other two optical
He i lines may also start to appear in the spectra, but may
be weak. He i features identified as strong show signatures
of all three optical He i lines. With regards to observational
events or classification, weak or absent lines would be related
to a pure Type Ic, intermediate would fit into transitional
Type Ib/c or a Type Ic SN that shows some evidence of He
i while strong lines would be a Type Ib.
3 LIGHT CURVES
Figure 2 shows light curves for 3 of the 4 explosion energies
for all 5 models and mixing approximations. In the top sub-
figure (Fig. 2(a), the models with original composition), all
5 models have the an Ek of 1 foe and
56Ni mass of 0.096 M⊙
with the only difference being the total Mej. As the mass
increases, the tp occurs slightly later with tp ’s near 20-30
days after explosion. The extra mass traps more γ-rays ∼70
days after explosion producing brighter tails. The centralized
56Ni in these models prevents the early release of photons
until the density lessens as the ejecta expands, resulting in a
sudden release of photons and a rapid increase in luminosity.
The middle sub-figure (Fig. 2(b)) shows the models with
a mixed CO core at an Ek of 5 foes. The mixing approxi-
mation for 56Ni and 56Fe results in a very similar final 56Ni
abundance pattern as seen in the third column of Figure 1.
With a similar 56Ni abundance, 56Ni mass, and Ek, only the
Mej changes and this affects the later light curve the most,
showing more trapping in the model with 1.3 He + 0.1 H
(black line) compared to the bare CO core model (red line).
The bottom sub-figure (Fig. 2(c)) shows the models
with a mixed He core at an Ek of 8 foes. The mass and distri-
bution of 56Ni is the same for all levels of He stripping with
the largest difference is the total Mej. The tp occurs slightly
earlier and the light curve is fairly broad. The “bump” ob-
served near 10 days is due to the expansion of the ejecta,
lowering the innermost density to the point that the inner-
most trapped photons escape, resulting in the increase in
luminosity towards the final peak.
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Figure 2. The radioactively powered light curves of the the 5
models at 1, 5, and 8 foes with the three mixing approximations.
4 BARE CO CORE SPECTRA
In Teffs et al. (2020), the model used to generate the Type
Ic spectra was stripped of all He in the outer ejecta prior to
collapse. For the CO core models in this work, there remains
some amount of He left over from the stripping processes.
Table 1 gives ∼0.02 M⊙ of He in the atmosphere of the mod-
els in this work and the Mej of these models are significantly
more massive than those used in Hachinger et al. (2012).
To check the validity of this limit for more massive and en-
ergetic SNe, the CO core spectra are generated with and
without the non-thermal contributions of He. For the bare
CO core spectra, we use the physical classification system
from Prentice & Mazzali (2017) with a slight modification.
As the models contain no Na, we classify the spectra as Ic-
〈N〉 (〈N〉+1), where 〈N〉 is the average number of observed
features in the spectra at and around tp, and 〈N〉+1 is the
number of observed features plus the possible identification
of Na iD if Na was included in the abundances and if the
line was observable.
4.1 Mixed Bare CO Core
The optical 5875 A˚ He i line in the 1 foe model (Fig. 3(a))
is narrow and weak, only becoming identifiable 12 days af-
ter tp. As the photosphere recedes in the later epochs, the
total MHe available above the photosphere increases in the
mixed CO models. If Na was present in this model, it is
MNRAS 000, 1–19 (2020)
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Figure 3. The mixed CO core models with the non-thermal contributions of He included in red and ignored in black. The y-axis is
plotted on a logarithmic scale is arbitrarily scaled and shifted for visibility. The dashed grey lines represent the approximate positions
of the 5875, 6678, 7065, and 10830 A˚ He i lines. The identifiers at the top of each sub-figure are the approximate positions of these lines
and may not be present in each spectrum.
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likely that the Na iD line would be dominant in this region
earlier than 12 days, making clear identification of the weak
He i line difficult. As the energy increases in our models, the
broadening of He i and nearby lines makes identification,
even at 21 days after tp, hard. At 8 foe, the difference be-
tween the two spectra at tp + 21 days in the region near He
i 5875 is negligible.
The 1 foe model does show the presence of the two other
optical He i lines at 6678 and 7065 A˚ in the tp + 21 days
spectrum, but these two lines are extremely weak or absent
in these models. Nearby to these two features are several
Fe ii lines that begin to increase in number and strength as
MFe above the photosphere increases. The increased energy
broadens the Fe ii lines and effectively blends the Fe ii and
He i lines. The He i 10830 line is weakly visible in the ear-
liest epochs. This feature appears to make the stronger Mg
ii line appear broader instead, but does grow in strength as
the ejecta evolves and more He is present to saturate the
line. This contamination can make simple He i identification
in observed SNe without spectral modelling challenging. As
Ek increases, the mixed MHe covers a wider range of veloci-
ties, producing broader He i, Mg ii, and Ca ii features in this
wavelength range.
The 1 foe bare CO core model in Fig. 3(a) would be
classified as a Ic-5(6) or 6(7) based upon the tp and nearby
spectrum. In the three strongest Fe ii lines near 5000 A˚,
the bluer lines might be blended but no other features show
blending due to the lower energy and velocity of the ejecta
as the ejecta expands into the later epochs. The mixed CO
core results in a somewhat homogenous spectral evolution
in regards to location and observability of the primary SN Ic
spectral features, with the main exception of narrow Fe ii
lines produced in the spectrum at 21 days after tp due to
the continued accumulation of Fe in the cooling ejecta.
The 3 foe bare CO core model (Fig. 3(b)) would be
classified as a Ic-5(6) based upon the tp spectrum. Despite
the appearance of a blended Fe ii, the feature contains two
notches that are still used to identify two separate Fe ii
features with other features being present and identifiable.
When compared to the 1 foe models, the separation between
the Ca ii NIR triplet and O i features has lessened due to
the higher energy ejecta broadening the features. This extra
broadening also affects the late–time narrow Fe ii lines and
Si ii 6355 line as the spectra evolve.
The 5 foe bare CO core model (Fig. 3(c)) would be
classified as an Ic-4(5) or a Ic-5(6) based upon the tp spec-
trum and the near peak spectra. The double notch in the
peak spectrum is difficult to discern but the tp - 2 and + 3
day spectra show a slightly stronger signature of this dou-
ble notch. The other lines important to the classification are
not blended and easy to observe. The O i feature is slightly
broader, but still separate from the Ca ii NIR triplet. The
Fe ii lines are still visible in the tp + 21 days epoch and have
continued to broaden.
The 8 foe bare CO core model (Fig. 3(d)) would be
classified as an Ic-3(4) based upon the tp spectrum and the
near peak spectra. The three strongest Fe ii lines are now
fully blended. The 7774 A˚ O i line and Ca ii NIR triplet are
also blended. The Type Ic given the Ic-3(4) classification
in Prentice & Mazzali (2017) are often broad lined Type Ic
and can be associated with GRB’s (Mazzali et al. 2001b;
Ashall et al. 2019). These events are often modelled with
high Ek and significant mixing (Mazzali et al. 2002).
5 HE-POOR/RICH MODEL SPECTRA
Teffs et al. (2020) showed that models with no mixing pro-
duced extremely blue spectra and light curves that did not
match observed SNe. For this reason, we will not include
such spectra in this work.
In the following sections, we will first consider the He i
lines observed in Type Ib SNe such as the 5875, 6678, 7065,
10830, and 20581 A˚ He i lines and how the chosen mixing
approximation, the Ek of the explosion, and the total mass of
He affects the behaviour of these lines. He–poor will typically
be used to label the models with 0.2 M⊙ of He while the label
He–rich will refer to the models with 1.0 M⊙ of He. After
the He analysis, we will discuss behaviour seen in the other
features. Prentice & Mazzali (2017) defined a classification
system for Type Ib SNe. However, we cannot apply it here,
because it focused on the weak, transient Hα line that is not
present in our Type Ib–like models.
5.1 He-poor/rich Models with Mixed CO Cores
The 1 and 3 foe He-poor/rich models (Fig. 4(a)-(b)) all show
three narrow weak to intermediate optical He i lines in the
pre-peak spectra. The 5875 A˚ He i line is visible across all
epochs for the models with 0.2 and 0.5 M⊙ of He, showing
a weaker line at 12 and 21 days after tp. In the 5 and 8
foe series (Fig. 4(c)-(d)), the minima of the 5875 He i line
in the He-poor models is shifted blueward compared to the
He-rich model as the base of the line forming region is at
a lower velocity. The 10830 A˚ He i line shows little varia-
tion as a function of MHe, Ek, or epoch, as this line typically
saturates already with moderate excitation/ionization con-
ditions for small He masses. As the Ek increases, this feature
becomes slightly broader as the line core is effectively opti-
cally thick and only the line wings become stronger as the
line forming region that contains He increases in velocity
space. The 20581 A˚ He i line is strong and identifiable at all
epochs and explosion energies.
Fig. 4(a) shows the 1 foe He-poor/rich models having
narrow lines due to the low explosion energy of the models.
The O i 7774 line is the most interesting feature at this en-
ergy as its evolution appears to be dependent on the MHe.
The model with 0.2 M⊙ of He shows a weak but visible O i
line for all epochs, while the model with 1.0 M⊙ of He only
develops a strong O i line 12 days after tp. This has been
observed for both Type Ib/IIb SNe (Shivvers et al. 2018;
Fremling et al. 2018), and is also seen in the Si ii line at
6100 A˚. The outer He rich shell contains negligible fractions
of O/Si, so as the photosphere recedes into the mixed CO
core, the O/Si abundance increases. As the MHe increases,
the size of the He shell also increases, resulting in the pho-
tosphere remaining in the He rich shell longer.
The increased energy of the 3 foe He-poor/rich mod-
els (Fig. 4(b)) leads to a broadening of the observed lines,
and the photosphere in the model with 1.0 M⊙ of He re-
ceding into the CO core earlier than in the 1 foe models.
This results in the O i line appearing strongly 7 days after
tp instead of 12 days. By 21 days after tp, all three levels
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Figure 4. The spectral evolution of He-poor/rich models with mixed CO cores for all four Ek. The y-axis is plotted on a logarithmic
scale is arbitrarily scaled and shifted for visibility. The 5 dashed grey lines represent the approximate positions of the 5875, 6678, 7065,
10830, and 20581 A˚ He i lines. The identifiers at the top of each sub-figure are the approximate positions of these lines, which may not
be present in every spectrum.
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of He-stripping result in spectra with minimal differences.
The relatively low energy of the explosions leads to little
blending of strong features in the later spectra. The O i and
Si ii lines in the 5 foe He-poor/rich models (Fig. 4(c)) are
visible in the model with 1.0 M⊙ of He starting from 3 days
after tp. The increased energy of the ejecta broadens the Si
ii and blends it into the He i 6678 A˚ line at later times. A
secondary Si ii line near 5600 A˚ has a lesser effect on the
blue side of the 5875 A˚ He i line. The Fe ii lines show partial
blending but the Ca ii NIR triplet and O i line remain split
at all epochs.
The O i and Si ii lines now become uniform across the
8 foe He-poor/rich models (Fig. 4(d)) at approximately 7
days and 12 days respectively after tp. Ignoring the He fea-
tures, these spectra are nearly identical 7 days after tp and
onward, as the CO cores are similar in evolution and explo-
sive nucleosynthesis, as seen in the first column of Fig. 1. As
the mass of He above the CO increases, the outer edge of
the CO core is shifted to a lower velocity which results in
the photosphere entering the CO cores at earlier times for
the He-poor model and later times for the He-rich model.
Despite the high Ek, only the Fe ii lines show blending.
5.2 He-poor/rich Mixed He Core Model Spectra
The He-poor/rich mixed He core models in Figure 5 dis-
tribute MHe across the entire ejecta. As Ek increases, the
∆v in which MHe is evenly distributed increases as the den-
sity decreases, meaning the average abundance per shell de-
creases. This requires that for the higher Ek models, the
photosphere has to recede deeper into the ejecta to accumu-
late enough He to produce the optical He i lines. The optical
He i lines in the model with 1.0M⊙ of He, at 8 foe are inter-
mediate and easily observable 7–12 days after tp (Fig. 5(d)),
while weak at 21 days after tp for the model with 0.2M⊙ of
He.
The He i 10830 line is strong for all models and all ener-
gies, and nearly all epochs. The 8 foe models show significant
broadening of this line in the early epochs. This extra broad-
ening and possibly weak signatures of P-Cygni profiles could
result in harder He identification if one were to use this line
for classification. Given that this wavelength range is less ob-
served and often noisy, this would make clear identification
of an He feature challenging. The He i 20581 line is strong
at all energies but is limited near peak due to the higher
luminosity and resulting temperature. Similar to the mixed
CO core models, the low Ek spectra (Fig. 5(a)) show narrow
lines with minimal blending. The mixed He core results in
similar line behaviours for all degrees of He stripping, ex-
cluding the He i lines themselves. Increasing the energy to
3 foe (Fig. 5(b)) produces broader lines with partial blend-
ing of certain features. The weak He i lines for the He–poor
model at high energies in the early epochs could result in a
Type Ic classification rather than Ib.
The 5 foe spectra in Fig. 5(c) show more line broadening
and blending, such as the O i and Ca ii NIR triplet. The
model with 1.0 M⊙ of He shows the least blending of these
two features. Similar to the bare CO core at 8 foes, most
features in Fig. 5(d) are broadened and blended for most
or all epochs, such as the the O i and the Ca ii NIR triplet
and the Fe ii lines near 5000 A˚. The weak optical He i lines
at this combination of Ek and mixing make the resulting
spectra similar to the bare CO core at 8 foes in Fig. 3.
Figure 6 shows the mixed He core model with 1.0 M⊙
of He and the He–free mixed bare CO core model at Ek =
8 foes. Until 7 days after tp, the only significant difference
is the NIR 10830 A˚ He i line. After this epoch, the differ-
ences in relative abundances and photospheric values result
in different behaviour 12 and 21 days after tp. The deeper
features between 5500 and 6500 A˚ of the bare CO core are a
result of a deeper photosphere producing stronger Si ii and
Fe ii lines and a lack of re-emission by He. The bare CO
core model does not produce a clean 10830 A˚ He i line for
any of the epochs. By day 7 to 12 after tp, a combination of
Mg, Ca, and O lines in this region, including weak He i lines,
blend to form a feature similar to that of the He–dominated
line in the model with 1.0 M⊙ of He. In addition, if Na was
included in the models, the Na iD line would likely be coin-
cident with the strong optical He i line, further complicating
identification of He if this was an observed SNe.
6 H-POOR/HE-RICH MODEL SPECTRA
The models with 1.3 M⊙ of He and 0.1 M⊙ of H are the last
ones in the sequence of stripping that we consider in this
work. The Hα lines in these models are absorption domi-
nated, so we will not consider the fem/ fabs value used by
Prentice & Mazzali (2017) for these models. In the follow-
ing sections, we will briefly discuss the optical He i and H
lines. We include the H-free model with 1.0 M⊙ of He used
in Section 5 as a comparison. After the H/He analysis, we
then consider each spectral series as a function of energy and
discuss other interesting features.
6.1 H-poor/He-rich Models with Mixed CO Core
The 1 foe spectra (Fig. 7(a)) show a strong but narrow Hα
feature. The Hβ line is significantly weaker and hard to ob-
serve at this energy. The 3 foe explosion model (Fig. 7(b))
shows a strong early Hα line that maintains its strength for
the entire evolution and is broader than the Hα line in the 1
foe explosion model. The 5 and 8 foe explosion models (Fig.
7(c-d)) continue the previous trends. The minimum of the
Hα line shifts redward as the spectra evolve, most notice-
ably in the 3, 5, and 8 foe models. The Hα line starts to
weaken and blend in the 8 foe case in the later epochs. At
these epochs, the photosphere has receded into the CO core,
and the multitude of weak lines blends out this region. The
energy in the 1 foe model is too low to produce the same
change in line velocity or this effect occurs in epochs earlier
than the ones we consider.
The primary optical He i line at 5875 A˚ is consistently
observed in all models at slightly different minima. The re-
emission from Hα coincides with He i 6678, causing this line
to be difficult to observe directly in these models. This is
most noticeable in the 1 and 3 foe models. The blending from
the high velocity ejecta makes these lines hard to separate
in the higher energy models.
The 1 foe H-poor/He-rich model (Fig. 7(a)) has the
photosphere and resulting line forming region remain pre-
dominately in the H/He rich shells outside the fully mixed
CO core. This is most identifiable in the behaviour of O
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Figure 5. The spectral evolution of He-poor/rich models with a mixed He core for all four Ek. See Fig. 4 for plot description.
i 7774, which is weak for the 7 epochs shown in the model
with 1.3M⊙ of He + 0.1M⊙ of H. The 3 foe H-poor/He-
rich model (Fig. 7(b)) follows a similar evolution but with
broader lines. At 21 days after tp, the spectra shows Si ii and
O i lines in the spectra.
The 5 foe H-poor/He-rich model (Fig. 7(c)) shows the
Fe ii lines being initially fully blended but become split ∼7
days after tp. The other observed lines behave similarly to the
3 foe He-rich model, as the predominant changes are related
to the He i or Hα lines or slight changes in photospheric
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properties. The 8 foe H-poor/He-rich model (Fig. 7(d)) still
shows mostly unblended features. The photosphere recedes
into the mixed CO core between 7 and 12 days after peak,
producing a 7774 A˚ O i line similar to that of the H-poor/He-
rich model at 5 foes.
6.2 H–poor/He–rich Mixed He Core Model
Spectra
These models (Fig. 8) have 0.1 M⊙ of H evenly distributed
throughout the 5.5 to 6 M⊙ ejecta with an average abun-
dance of 1.6 - 1.8% across the entire model. As the Ek in-
creases from 1 to 8 foes, the ejecta expands rapidly and the
initial photospheric position for the earliest epoch is deeper
into the ejecta. The deeper photosphere has more H mass in
the line forming region, but is spread over a larger ∆v as the
Ek is increased, leading to significant broadening. These two
factors result in the Hα line only being easily identifiable
approximately 7 days after tp for all 4 Ek with the 5 and 8
foe models having the stronger and broader lines. The Hβ
line is partially observable in the 1 and 3 foe models, but
the broadened Fe ii lines blend in this region, making easy
identification in the 5 and 8 foe models challenging. The op-
tical He i lines only show slight differences compared to the
model with 1.0 M⊙ of He for all Ek. The two models shown
in Fig. 8 show some differences due to the significant amount
of He in per zone in the mixed He cores. A completely mixed
He core model with H is unlikely to be observed, given the
velocity separation between the rich CO core and the He
shell shown in the first column of Figure 1.
7 OBSERVED TYPE IB SNE
In this section, we compare the synthetic spectra from the
He-rich models for both mixing approximations and all four
explosion energies to that of a small sample of Type Ib SNe
at 3 epochs of approximately 1–2 weeks prior to tp, ±5 days
near tp, and ∼2 weeks after tp. The SNe used in the follow-
ing sections are chosen due to having a well sampled spectral
series across a similar time range with respect to tp that is
used in our synthetic spectral models. In addition, SNe with
explosion parameters (Ek and Mej ) found in the literature
that are near to the values in Table 1 are preferred. All tp
values used for the observed SNe in the following sections
are found using the maximum luminosity measured with re-
spect to a pseudo-bolometric light curve from Prentice et al.
(2018a) for SN2016coi and Prentice et al. (2016) for all oth-
ers considered. All data in the following sections has been
taken from WISeREP1 (Yaron & Gal-Yam 2012).
In the previous sections, we generated a large set of
synthetic spectra with varying He masses. We will compare
these SNe to the models with 0.2 and 1.0M⊙ of He for all
energies and both mixing approximations. The spectral com-
parisons shown in the following sections are scaled relative
to each individual spectrum’s maximum flux value. Due to
the scaling and lack of fine tuned parameters, the “best fit”
to an observed SN by one of the synthetic spectra is based
upon a qualitative look at the spectra, and not a modelled
“best fit”. This “best fit” may not match all or most of the
features, the spectral colour, or the epoch, but is the closest
synthetic spectrum in the models with 1.0M⊙ of He. For
these Type Ib SNe, if the 5875 He i is visible, the Teffs et al.
(2020) used a similar method to estimate the energy of a
sample of SNe Ic, which showed promise as a basic approxi-
mation.
7.1 SN2007Y
SN2007Y is a He-rich SN Ib with wide wavelength photo-
metric coverage from radio to X-ray and is thought to be
a very low energy SN with Ek ≈ 0.1 foe and a 3.3M⊙ He
core. To date, only a nebular model has been produced
(Stritzinger et al. 2009). The nebular model estimates the
energy and the mass to be significantly lower than the mod-
els in this work. The most similar synthetic spectra in Fig-
ures 9, 10, and 11 is the 1 foe mixed He core model with
0.2M⊙ of He. This model experiences significant amounts
of mixing but the low Ek/Mej ratio results in narrow lined
features at low line velocities. The two earlier spectra show
a far bluer shape than in the synthetic spectra. In the later
epochs, SN2007Y has redder features with lines at a con-
sistently lower velocity, suggesting that the event is less en-
ergetic than the comparable 1 foe model, but still shows a
fairly similar overall spectral appearance.
7.2 SN2007uy
SN2007uy is a He-rich SN Ib with a more comparable esti-
mated Mej ∼ 4.4M⊙ and an estimated Ek ∼ 15 foe (Roy et al.
2013), but no detailed model has been produced for this
1 https://wiserep.weizmann.ac.il/
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Figure 7. The spectral evolution of H-poor/He-rich models with a mixed CO core for all four Ek. The y-axis is plotted on a logarithmic
scale is arbitrarily scaled and shifted for visibility. The four dashed grey lines represent the approximate positions of the 5875, 6678,
7065, and 10830 A˚ He i lines while the dashed blue lines are the approximate positions of Hα and Hβ.
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Figure 8. The spectral evolution of H-poor/He-rich models with a mixed He core for all four Ek. See Figure 7 for plot description.
event. In Fig. 9, the early spectrum of SN2007uy is best
placed somewhere between the 3 foe mixed CO core model
and the 5 foe mixed He core model. The Fe ii features are
not completely blended at this epoch and the redder Ca ii
NIR triplet is much closer to the 3 foe models. In Fig. 10,
the near peak spectrum is now much closer to the 3–5 foe
models with a fully mixed CO core. Based on this, an es-
timated energy from the matched models is only a half to
a fifth of the estimated Ek from Roy et al. (2013). In the
final spectrum shown in Fig. 11, the Fe ii features appear
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Figure 9. The 0.2 and 1.0 M⊙ of He models for all Ek and both
mixing approximations at tp - 6 days compared to a small sample
of Type Ib SNe and the Type Ic SN SN2016coi.
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Figure 10. The 0.2 and 1.0 M⊙ of He models for all Ek and both
mixing approximations at tp + 3 days. The 5 and 8 foe mixed He
Core model spectra do not show a strong He i line and are placed
at the bottom.
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Figure 11. The 0.2 and 1.0 M⊙ of He models for all Ek and both
mixing approximations at tp +12 days.
blended and relatively broadened, similar to the 3 and 5 foe
mixed He core models but with a weaker He i line. Roy et al.
(2013) discusses the aspheric evolution of several line form-
ing regions, but do not find asphericity in the distribution
of the 56Ni which would explain the similarities of both the
two mixing approximations while maintaining a similar Ek.
7.3 SN2009jf
SN2009jf is a He-rich Type Ib SN with no detailed model
and only qualitative estimates for the Mej and Ek, given as
4–9 M⊙ and 3–8 foes in Sahu et al. (2011). Valenti et al.
(2011) use Arnett methods (Arnett (1982)) and estimate
the mass to be 5–7 M⊙ with an Ek of 5.5–10.5 foe, but note
that they suspect the energy estimate to be too high. In
Fig. 9, the strong Fe ii lines and narrow features places the
observed spectrum between 1 foe mixed He core model and
1 foe mixed CO core model. If we neglect the O i /Ca ii NIR
blending, then SN2009jf compares slightly better to the 3 foe
mixed He core model. However, as the SN evolves towards
peak and 2 weeks after peak, the features continue to remain
narrow and fits best with the 1 foe mixed He core model.
Sahu et al. (2011) suggests that the early appearance of He
i lines at tp - 14 days may imply that the ejecta is reasonably
mixed. The visibility of what might be Si ii 6355 and the O
i 7774 in the early epoch may also suggest that the ejecta
are either mixed well or the He shell is thin.
7.4 SN2016coi
SN2016coi is a well studied and observed SN Ic-BL/Ic-4 that
may have had a thin shell of residual helium left over prior to
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collapse (Prentice et al. 2018a). To date, no SN Ib-BL have
been conclusively observed or been given a consistent classi-
fication. While the presence of He in SN2016coi is relatively
uncertain, we include this event here to show a possible case
of a broad-lined high energy event with He. All three spectra
fit between the 5 and 8 foe models at both mixing approxi-
mations. At early epochs, due to the mixing approximation,
much less than the total 1.0M⊙ of He is available in the line
forming region above the photosphere, resulting in weaker
early He i lines.
7.5 SN2007C
SN2007C is a SN Ib with no modelling or detailed stud-
ies available in the literature and has only been included
in bulk studies (Drout et al. 2011; Modjaz et al. 2014;
Prentice et al. 2016). As seen in in Fig. 9 and 10, SN2007C
fits closest to the 3 foe mixed He core model showing fairly
broad features and blending, particularly in the 4000–5000
A˚ region. In Fig. 11, the 4000–5000 A˚ region is largely blan-
keted while the rest of the spectrum appears to be more
narrow and well defined, matching that of the 1 foe model
with a mixed CO core. This may suggest that the outer at-
mosphere is mixed well, including Fe group elements, or has
a thin He shell before transitioning to a strongly mixed CO
core.
7.6 SN2004gq
Similar to SN2007C, SN2004gq is a SN Ib with few refer-
ences in the literature beyond bulk studies. In Fig. 9, it is
best compared to the 3 foe mixed He core model. By the
near-peak epoch in Fig. 10, SN2004gq has well defined Fe
ii lines, is still blue in colour, and looks like the 1 and 3 foe
models with a mixed CO core. In the final epoch shown in
Fig. 11, SN2004gq is similar to the 1 foe model with a mixed
CO core but also to the 3 foe He core model; the 4000–5000 A˚
region remains more similar to that of the lower energy 1 foe
models for both mixing approximations.
8 OBSERVED SNE IIB
We now consider the Type “IIb-like” synthetic spectra from
the H-poor/He-rich models with 1.3M⊙ of He + 0.1M⊙ of
H, for both mixing approximations and all four explosion
energies. We compare these to a small sample of SNe IIb
under the same selection criteria for the SNe Ib in Section 7
at the same epochs.
8.1 SN1993J
SN1993J is one of the first discovered SNIIb and is esti-
mated to have 2–5 M⊙ of ejecta, with a thin shell of H
remaining after binary companion stripping, and an esti-
mated Ek of ∼1 foe (Nomoto et al. 1993; Swartz et al. 1993;
Young et al. 1995). Comparing SN1993J to our Type IIb–
like models in Figs 12 and 13, the best fit location is between
the 1 foe model with a mixed CO core and the 1 foe mixed
He core model, but does not show strong similarity with ei-
ther. The final spectrum in Fig. 14 shows similarity to those
of the 1 foe models with both mixing approximations.
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8.2 SN2003bg
SN2003bg is a broad-lined SN IIb with a modelled Mej ∼
4M⊙ and Ek ∼ 5 foe (Mazzali et al. 2009; Hamuy et al.
2009). The Mej is slightly lower than the models in this
work while Ek falls within our range. Despite the similar-
ities in model properties, the early spectrum in Fig. 12 does
not show a good match to any of the synthetic spectra. The
near peak spectrum in Fig. 13 shows some similarities to
those of the 3 foe models with similar line velocities, but is
still too blue and has a low relative flux. The final epoch
in Fig. 14 is more comparable to the 1 foe mixed He core
model.
8.3 SN2008ax
SN2008ax is a well studied SN IIb with an estimated Mej of
2–5 M⊙ and an Ek of at least 1 foe (Taubenberger et al. 2011;
Chornock et al. 2011). Chornock et al. (2011) find spec-
tropolarimetric measurements that give both early and late
time deviations from axisymmetry. When placing SN2008ax
in Figs. 12 to 14, the spectra are similar to that of the 1 foe
model with a mixed CO core, which show little to no blend-
ing. Of the Type IIb SNe we consider, SN2008ax and the
1 foe model with a mixed CO core show the most similar
spectral behaviour.
8.4 SN2010as
SN2010as is another SN IIb, initially classified as a transi-
tional SN Ib/c before becoming an unusual SN Ib with an es-
timated Mej ∼ 2–4 M⊙ and Ek ∼ 0.7 foe (Folatelli et al. 2014).
Similar to the previous SNe IIb, the best fit for SN2010as
is somewhere between the mixed He core and mixed CO
core models exploded at an Ek = 1 foe. The earliest spec-
trum (Fig. 12) shows a strong similarity to that of the 1 foe
mixed He core model at a lower velocity, before the lines
began to narrow and then has more in common with the 1
foe mixed CO core model. This may suggest the outermost
atmosphere, responsible for the early epochs, is more mixed
than the deeper layers.
8.5 SN2011dh
SN2011dh is another well-studied SN IIb with an estimated
Mej ∼ 2M⊙ and an Ek of 0.6–1.0 foe (Benetti et al. 2011;
Bersten et al. 2012; Ergon, M. et al. 2015). The low Mej and
Ek place it lower than any of the models in this work. In Figs.
12 to 14, SN2011dh is most similar to the 1 foe models of
both mixing approximations. The earliest spectrum shows
what is likely to be a Ca ii feature at 8500 A˚, similar to
the strong early signature of Ca ii NIR triplet in SN2010as.
These SNe are estimated to have a similar Ek /Mej ratio and
share some commonalities in the remaining spectral evolu-
tion.
8.6 SN2011fu
SN2011fu is a SN IIb that shares a similar doubly peaked
light curve with SN1993J and using hydrodynamic mod-
elling, has an estimated Mej ∼ 3.5 M⊙ with an Ek ∼ 1.3 foe
(Morales-Garoffolo et al. 2015). It shares a similar spectral
evolution as SN1993J and the other SNe that fit between
the 1 foe mixed He and Co Type IIb-like models in Figs. 12
to 14 but with line velocities shifted redward.
9 DISCUSSION
9.1 Effects and Signatures of Mixing and Energy
Observed H/He lines in Type Ib/IIb SNe typically show
higher velocities pre-peak before a decline into slower
and flatter velocities (Prentice et al. 2018b; Fremling et al.
2018). This is thought to be related to the depth of the
H/He line forming region and gives evidence of the abun-
dance structure of the ejecta. This is directly seen in the
behaviour of the Hα line in the models in Figure 7(c–d). As
the photosphere recedes deeper into the ejecta as the spectra
evolve, the approximate line velocity of Hα shifts redward
before plateauing as it reaches the end of the H-rich mate-
rial. This is harder to observe in the He-rich models but may
be more visible if earlier epochs were generated.
For the bare CO cores in Fig. 3, the 8 foe model would
likely be classified as a Type Ic-3(4)/BL due to the exten-
sive line blending in the spectra. For the He-poor/rich mixed
CO core models at an Ek of 8 foes (Fig. 4(d)), the spectra
show a split between the 7774 A˚ O i line and Ca ii NIR
triplet soon after the peak spectra. The lack of high veloc-
ity Ca/O/Fe prevents the resulting features from blending
strongly as seen in the He-poor/rich mixed He core models.
The high energy mixed CO core models with 0.2/0.5/1.0 M⊙
of attached He shells contain too little Ca/O/Fe to produce
high degrees of blending that would result in a broad lined
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Type Ib analogue to the Type Ic-BL. If we do completely
mix the ejecta including the entire H/He shell, as seen in the
He-poor/rich mixed He core models, the placement of high
velocity O and Ca does result in blending at 8 foes and a
gradual increase in strength of He i lines. However, the lack
of Type Ib SNe with strongly blended Ca ii features as seen
in Section 7 does not favor this result.
Despite the high energy of the 5 and 8 foe He-poor/rich
mixed CO core models in Figs 4 and 5, the Ca ii NIR
triplet and 7774 A˚ O i line remain unblended. In the He-
poor/rich mixed He core models at 5 and 8 foes, these lines
are blended for most epochs. This suggests that a high Ek
alone is not enough to produce significant blending of spec-
tral features. A physical mixing mechanism, as needed to
mix Ca/O/Fe to high velocities in order to produce strong
blending of their respective lines, could be by strong jets
or very asymmetric explosions. Events showing evidence for
this, such as SN1998bw (Mazzali et al. 2001b) or SN1997ef
(Iwamoto et al. 2000; Mazzali et al. 2000), are often corre-
lated with high explosion energies.
Teffs et al. (2020) showed that mixed CO cores (called
fully mixed in that work) was able to approximately repli-
cate several epochs of several supernovae. For Type Ic
events, the CO-rich core often requires some amount of mix-
ing or deviation from standard explosion models when these
events are modelled in order to reproduce spectra and light
curves such as in SN1994I (Sauer et al. 2006). It is unlikely
to see a completely mixed He core with high masses of He.
Despite this, the mixed He core models do replicate some ob-
served behaviours, such as the He i lines growing in strength
over time. Depending on Ek and MHe, the models with a
fully mixed CO core produce early optical He i lines before
being blended into nearby features.
The He i lines in the He–poor/rich models with a mixed
CO core increase in width as Ek increases from 1 to 8 foes
as seen in Figure 4. The He i line in SN2009jf shown in
Figures 9 to 11, evolves from a fairly broad He i line early to
a fairly narrow He i line later. As Ek increases, the velocities
in which He is dominant increase as shown in Section 2.2,
leading to broadened lines. For each Ek, the He i lines also
narrow as the spectra evolve from pre to post-peak.
9.2 Type Ib-like Models
Figures 9 to 11 show that a combination of mixing and en-
ergy can reproduce the bulk spectral features of a sample of
SN Ib over multiple epochs. The synthetic spectra and SN Ic
comparisons in Teffs et al. (2020) showed that near–peak
spectra for observed SNe show similarity to a wider range of
the synthetic spectra at the full range of Ek. The observed
SNe Ib in this work show less diversity, with SNe 2004gq and
2007uy showing similarities to the higher Ek 3 and 5 foe mod-
els but none showing strong similarities to the 8 foe models.
The broad-lined SNIc SN2016coi is included for compari-
son and shows some similarity to the 5 and 8 foe models de-
spite the 1.0 M⊙ of He in these models. SNe 2007Y, 2007C,
and 2009jf were reasonably well reproduced with the 1 foe
models. The estimated Ek for SN2007uy given in Roy et al.
(2013) is ∼ 15 foe, while using the estimate given by Figures
9 to 11 suggests a much lower Ek of 3-5 foes. SN2007Y is
thought to have Ek < 1 foe and is very similar to the 1 foe
models with both mixing approximations with a fairly con-
sistent shift in line velocity. The overly mixed He cores blend
the Ca ii and O i line that is not reflected in these observed
events.
9.3 SN IIb-like Models
For the SN IIb comparisons in Figures 12 to 14, six SNe were
considered and only SN2003bg did not fit best between the
1 foe models with both mixing approximations at the top
of the three figures. The SN IIb observed and modelled pa-
rameter space is obviously narrower than both the SN Ib and
Ic parameter spaces (Prentice et al. 2016). The evolutionary
paths, binary or single star evolution, capable of producing
a progenitor that would result in a SN IIb could be limited
by mass, such that increasing or decreasing the progenitor
mass would result in H-free SNe Ib/c or H-rich SNe II-P/L.
This is partially backed up by the modelled Mej parameter
space favoring lighter masses in a narrower range than for
other SE–SNe.
9.4 Helium Mass in Type Ib/c
For the He-poor/rich mixed CO core models, the early for-
mation of O i 7774 places the photosphere in or very near
the CO rich core. The composition above this region is com-
prised of ∼ 0.2–1.0 M⊙ of He, depending on the stripping.
The He i 6678 and 7065 lines are easily observable in the 1
and 3 foe models, but line broadening makes them difficult
to see in the 5 and 8 foe models. Narrow-lined spectra in the
lower energy models make separate identification of spectral
features that share a common wavelength range, like Si ii
and Hα or He i and Na iD, much easier. The addition of
line blending of weak features can make early detections of
He i or Hα much more difficult. The mixed CO core model
with 0.2 M⊙ of He (Fig. 4(d)) shows this behaviour the
strongest, as the 6678 A˚ region is dominated by Si ii and
this line changes only slightly throughout the evolution of
the spectra. Without observing the NIR He i lines, this may
be classified as a SN Ic despite the mass of He present in
the model. If we consider He i 20581 A˚ in Figures 4 and 5,
then identification of He in these models is easier. This line
is always visible for the He-poor/rich mixed CO core models
and sometimes visible for the He-poor/rich mixed He core
models.
Figure 15 shows that the relatively little He mass can be
hidden in the mixed He core models shown in this work. The
mixed CO core models always show the He i lines and have
∼0.1–0.5 M⊙ of He in the line forming region of the earliest
epochs. There is a weak correlation that as the Ek/Mej ratio
increases, up to ∼0.18 M⊙ He that can be hidden before
the optical He i lines become visible. This “hideable” helium
drops to 0.02 M⊙ of He or less (the red dashed line) if we
only consider the NIR lines, as shown in the bare CO core
models for example. Even if we show no optical He i in the
earliest spectra, the lines still form in the later spectra as
shown in Fig. 6, meaning the He is not truly hidden.
The models in this work contain no sodium and there-
fore show no Na iD line. For the bare CO cores models, the
mixing approximation would place sodium throughout the
ejecta, very likely leading to a strong feature at all epochs.
The primary optical He i line in these models is weak or ab-
sent, but would be difficult or impossible to distinguish if Na
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Figure 15. The He mass in the line forming region when the
mixed He core models show all three optical and both NIR He i
lines measured at the earliest epoch with error estimates based
upon the masses in the nearby epochs. The dashed grey lines are
the estimated ranges given in Hachinger et al. (2012) and the red
dashed line is if one only considers NIR features
iD is present. This requires the use of other He i lines for
strong identification as previously mentioned. Only consid-
ering optical He i lines, the two SNe in Figure 6 are similar
until the final two epochs but deviate quickly in the NIR.
9.5 Limitations
The plots shown in Sections 7 and 8 all use scaled flux to
compare observed events to our synthetic spectra. Scaling
the spectra hides the absolute flux of the SNe, which is
determined by the luminosity of the event. This luminos-
ity combined with a photospheric velocity sets the radiative
temperature above the photosphere. Combining the radia-
tive temperature with the abundances sets the excitation
and ionization state of the gas. All of the above factors de-
termine electron and line opacity, resulting in a final spec-
trum. A change in absolute flux changes the luminosity and
can drastically alter the observed spectra (Ashall & Mazzali
2020). Giving a proper estimate for an observed SN requires
fitting both the observed light curve and the spectra using
abundance tomography (Stehle et al. 2005). As such, using
the scaled flux is a reasonable approximation to determine
possible line identifications and ejecta energy, but not abso-
lute line strength or several other observational quantities.
For the Type Ic SNe in Teffs et al. (2020), completely
mixed is a reasonable approximation due to the relative size
and compactness of CO cores. This may be less likely in
He–rich SNe. The behaviour of the Ca ii triplet and O i line
in the mixed He core models rarely matched the observed
behaviours of these features. The mixed He core approxima-
tion places all elements across the entire ejecta, including in
to the He–rich atmosphere. The difference in looking at a
mixed He or mixed CO core is better framed considering re-
gions in which the ejecta shows mixing. SN2007C in Section
7.5 is a good example in which the best matching synthetic
spectra require different mixing approximations as the epoch
increases. As such, a mixed He core model is a good estimate
of some spectral behaviours and identifications, but not line
width or strength.
The above He i identifications all had a He i dominated
5875 A˚ region which allowed us to track its development. If
we include sodium, which is a valid expectation in CO core
models, a clean 5875 A˚ feature is likely not to occur. For
weak optical He i lines in Fig. 3, a strong or intermediate
Na iD line would likely be dominant. Using line velocities,
such as in Fremling et al. (2018), may shed light on how
these features interact but solely relying on this single line
can result in incorrect assumptions. This can be seen in Fig.
6, in which one could argue that the 8 foe mixed He core
model with 1.0 M⊙ of He is hiding 0.2–1.0 M⊙ of He based
upon optical lines only. Using the NIR spectra, this is clearly
not the case, showing easily observable He i features, and
the final epochs show a much stronger optical He i lines that
were not present in the earliest epochs. SN2016coi, in Figures
9 to 11, shows evidence of similarity mixed He core model
with 1.0 M⊙ of He but this similarity is lost in the later
epochs as the He line continues to grow in strength.
10 CONCLUSION
In this work we exploded a 22M⊙ progenitor that was ar-
tificially stripped of some or all of its H/He prior to core
collapse at an Ek of 1, 3, 5, and 8 foes using the 1, but is
likely not observable given the extreme mixing-D explosion
code Prometheus-HOTB. For each stripped model at each
Ek we applied three mixing approximations that represent
a mixed He core, mixed CO core with an unmixed H/He
shell, and ejecta without mixing. We generated ∼7 spectra
for each combination of stripping, Ek , and mixing, covering
∼4 weeks of spectral evolution. We compared the synthetic
spectra to a set of observed SNe Ib and IIb.
We showed that the 8 foe mixed He core model with
1.0M⊙ of He has no optical He i lines in the early spectra,
but does show stronger NIR He i lines. This shows that for
finding trace amounts He in SNe, one requires the use of both
optical and NIR spectra. Relying on the primary optical He
i line is complicated by the presence of the nearby strong Na
iD line which we did not have in the models in this work.
In addition, if He is in the model, He i lines will almost
always be observable in the NIR, but in the optical region,
identification is complicated by mixing, Ek, and abundances.
We found that for the models in this work, one cannot
hide a significant mass of He i without line formation at
some epoch or at some wavelength. The low mass of He
in the bare CO core models at 8 foes still produced NIR
He i lines, but not strong optical He i lines. As the mass
of He increases in the He–poor/rich models, the visibility
of the He i lines became easier, but can be complicated at
higher explosion energies For He identification in SE–SNE,
one needs to consider both optical and NIR spectra as even
low masses of He can produce saturated NIR lines.
We found that the He–poor/rich models with low to
moderate Ek can replicate multiple spectral epochs of a va-
riety of observed SNe Ib. This works particularly well when
observed and modelled Ek are similar, suggesting that this
can be a coarse method to estimate the Ek. Few of our H–
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poor/He–rich models showed strong similarity to that of ob-
served Type IIb SNe. The observed Ek parameter space for
SNe Ib and IIb is fairly narrow and is populated with low
energy events, such that the high energy He–poor/rich and
H–poor/He–rich models with significant mixing matched few
observed SNe.
Future work will complete this study by including a
higher and lower mass progenitor model stripped and ex-
ploded at the same Ek values, as well as lower than 1 foe
for low mass events and higher than 8 foe for higher mass
events. Thus the Ek/Mej ratios cover a wide range from 0.25
to 2 foe/M⊙ or higher. The resulting grid of models and
spectra will cover a wide Mej range of radioactively powered
SE–SNe as well as a wide range of spectral epochs which will
constrain the parameter space for SE–SNe.
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